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SEA SPRAY VOLUME TEXTURE FOAM &AMP; CHIC
Spay texturing that offers foam volume to loose hairs, making them chis and casual.
directions for use: shake well before use. Spray on damp hair from root to tip. Dry with
your hands and with the speaker to enhance the volume and yield.
packaging: bottle.

WAVES TEXTURES SEA SALT SPRAY
Perfectly cared by the experts of Global House of Alterna and formulated with a
proprietary blend of Flex-Strenght Complex and with dead sea salt, this mineral-rich sea
salt spray for texturing offers beach waves during all year round.
directions for use: spray on damp or dry hair from roots to ends. Leave to air or dry with
a diffuser.
packaging: bottle.

LUXE SHAPE
A cream gel that shapes the hair without effort, maintaining the desired shape.
directions for use: apply on wet or dry hair and style as desired.
packaging: tube.

INVISIBLE ROLLER
Experience the volume and the fold of rollers without curlers. The spray INVISIBLE
ROLLER has a slight texture that lifts the hair from root to tip and model, while providing
protection from heat.
directions for use: spray on wet hair before drying. Heat up your hair with a round brush
to get a neat fold.
packaging: roller.

GRIT
Average styling paste is a seal that creates high-definition silhoutte, separating the hair
and fixing them into the desired shape.
directions for use: apply a small amount on the palms and work on dry hair.
container: jar.
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EXTRA HOLD HAIR SPRAY
Quick-drying spray and ultra-dry. Provides resistance throughout the day, moisture without
leaving your hair stiff.
directions for use: take the can and spray on your hair after you create the hairstyle you
want.
packaging: bottle 340 gr.
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